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You are reading the listing for the first edition, no longer stocked. A new edition came out in

December 2003 and usually is in stock. Its ISBN is 0966183118, and it may be found by clicking on

"See all (2)" in this listing for the first edition. When you get to the screen that your click on "See all

(2)" takes you to, you will find that at the time of this writing  has not provided an image of the book

cover, only the bare bones listing. But the book is available from  and usually ships in 24 hours.
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"A concise, no-nonsense approach...provides readers with a series of excellent tips." -- Thomas

Buckingham, MD, Bratislava, Slovak Republic"Iles has succeeded in boiling down the essentials of

medical writing into a cogent handbook." -- Linda M. Bonnell, PharmD, AMWA Journal"The best

basic manual on medical writing...everything you need to know about developing a clear,

persuasive paper." -- Barbara G. Cox, MedEdit Assoc., Gainesville, FL --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.

This is a quality paperback book of 202 pages, illustrated, with an index. Shortly after it was

marketed in early 1998, sales to practicing physicians, medical school faculty, residents, medical

school students, researchers, pharmacists, nurses, medical writers and others in the biomedical

sciences exceeded 5,200 copies. A Japanese-language version of the book is marketed by Medical

View, Inc, of Tokyo under the title 12 Steps to Better Medical Papers.



I recently purchased Robert Ile's Guidebook to Better Medical Writing and was very pleasantly

surprised. He takes a concise, nononsense approach to the subject and provides readers with a

series of excellent tips. He covers the basics of writing very well but also includes info on how to

write case reports, clinical results, review papers, etc. I have found his book to be helpful in my own

medical writing and editing consulting service. Review@lifescipub.com

I purchased this book as required reading for a doctoral program. Iles takes you from the simple to

the complex in a very easy to read format. The book is simple; Iles practice what he teaches. He

provides plenty of examples and step-by-step instructions as the subtitle states.The book in not just

about the basics of medical writing; Iles shares his insights into selecting journals and how to work

with the editors. The "Guidebook To Better Medical Writing" provides lots of how-tos, but more

importantly it provides a lot of valuable what not to dos. Iles' advice is combined with the

encouragement that every novice medical writer needs.This is a perfect 'starter' book because of its

simple and concise nature. I suspect it will be my constant companion as I venture into the medical

writing world.

I recently purchased Robert Ile's Guidebook to Better Medical Writing and was very pleasantly

surprised. He takes a concise, nononsense approach to the subject and provides readers with a

series of excellent tips. He covers the basics of writing very well but also includes info on how to

write case reports, clinical results, review papers, etc. I have found his book to be helpful in my own

medical writing and editing consulting service. Review@lifescipub.com

All went well.

I must agree with all the three prior reviews. The author has an easygoing style that I greatly

enjoyed learning from. The pages are small in size and the font is rather big; which allows to finish

this guidebook in few hours, and repeated.There are twelve chapters. The firsts provide sensible

advices about choosing "better" words, sentences, tables, graphs. I found chapter six about Spelling

and Grammar, Punctuation rich with great advices. Other chapters advice about how to choose the

right journal. The author was straightforward in the chapters about clinical report, review article,

letters to the editor etc and ethics. Really, I was impressed by the eighth chapter " how to get more

writing done".Briefly I learned a lot from this concise guidebook.



Love this book! Clear and easy to understand! Thanks a lot.

perfect

Very useful.
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